The Aspen Collection

The Sedona Collection

The Sierra Pacific Aspen Collection is an industry leading and aesthetically superior

The Sedona Collection is composed of push-open Casement and Awning Windows

window line featuring Casements and Awnings. With an extraordinary breakthrough

built with Old-World craftsmanship featuring interior wooden screens and dark oil-

in window technology, the locking hardware, normally visible on the side jamb of

rubbed hardware made from sand-cast bronze.

the window, is hidden.

The Casement Window

The Carmel Double Hung Window

Casement Windows have lock handles on the side jamb opposite the hinges. They

The Carmel Double Hung Window combines classic style with the latest in innovative

crank open to the exterior for ventilation. French Casements feature one frame with

window technology. Both the top and bottom sashes slide open for convective air

two sashes that open outward from the center for an unobstructed view. We also offer

flow. The Carmel features aesthetically pleasing, concealed jambliners, checkrail tilt

Radius Casements with an arched top.

latches for additional security and jamb jacks for ease of installation.

The Awning Window

The Horizontal Sliding Window

Perfect for ventilation above your sightline and for daylighting or clerestory

With an operable sash that slides by a fixed sash, the Horizontal Sliding Window

applications, Awning Windows open outward from the bottom to allow the air to

is a good solution for areas with limited space. This window also provides the

circulate. Alone or mulled in combinations, Awnings are a versatile solution for

convenience of a pass-through from the interior to the exterior of your building.

Product Overview

Product Overview

Product overview

areas in need of light and ventilation.
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Geometric and Radius Shapes

Hinged French Doors

Made from glass set directly into a frame, Sierra Pacific Geometric and Radius Shape

These classic beauties are available in inswing, outswing or center-hinged

Windows are the focal point of most buildings. Available with an optional sash to

configurations. Sierra Pacific French Doors feature stainless steel multi-point locking

match glass sightlines of other products, these windows give you the versatility to

hardware with handle sets available in a variety of styles and finishes to complement

create unique designs.

any design.

Product Overview

Product Overview

Product overview

Specialty Doors & Windows
Sierra Pacific Specialty Doors and Windows are an exciting design element for any
home. Our offering includes Bi-fold, Multi-Slide and Lift and Slide door and window

Bay and Bow Windows

systems. These innovative products open to create a seamless transition between

Sierra Pacific Bay Windows are available in 30, 45 or 90 degree angles and feature

your interior and exterior living spaces.

a center picture window with your choice of flanking double hung or casement
windows. Our Bow Windows are composed of four, five or six window units mulled
together at a ten degree angle to create a graceful sweeping curve.

The Commercial Door
Designed with substantial proportions, a low-profile, ADA-compliant sill and heavyduty hinges, our door is the logical choice for your next commercial project.

Patio Sliding Door
With a vent panel that slides past a stationary panel, these doors are the perfect
solution for egress and ventilation in rooms with limited floor space.

The Flexible Access Door
The Sierra Pacific Flexible Access Door is the perfect counterpart to our Commercial Door. Featuring a low-profile sill, multi-point locking
hardware on the active door panel and flushbolts to anchor the inactive panel, this door provides both security and accessibility.
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